
Unlock and integrate outcomes 
and clinical data to answer 
all kinds of questions. Utilize 
prebuilt templates or create your 
own queries and visualizations. 

We’ve taken the complexity out 
of the data. Clean, standardized 
and mapped data is simplified 
into nomenclature that’s easy to 
understand to drive analytics.

Everyone in your organization 
needs to answer different 
questions. With INsights, house 
all your analytics content in one 
high-performance environment 
to prevent duplication of efforts.

With INsights, data is simplified and available to you quickly and all in one place. The benefit?  
We are using industry leading tools to eliminate the need to learn proprietary tools or language.

INsights enables you to:
+ Use your existing business intelligence tool or our Tableau to visualize content.
+ Integrate data from various sources.
+ Upload external data to create or add a dataset.
+ Return complex queries in moments.
+ Access our curated content or build from scratch.

Unlock the ability to make data-backed business decisions with INsights. Adapt, flex and optimize analytics 
to your specific needs with the integration of additional data to provide a clearer picture of performance.  
Enjoy the benefits of a radically simplified data structure and a high-performance analytics environment  
that does not require a proprietary language.

Get speed to intelligence – business analytics  
are available on day one by making your existing 
data more powerful!

INsights is a new analytics solution that provides a radically simplified data structure, placed in a high-performance analytics 
environment to deliver ease and velocity for business intelligence. Get from opportunity assessment to 
action quickly without the burden of learning a proprietary coding language.

Liberate 
Your Data

Radically
Simplified

Centralized Analytics
Environment

Premier Inc. (NASDAQ: PINC) is a leading healthcare improvement company, uniting an alliance of more than 4,100 U.S. hospitals and health systems and approximately 200,000 other providers and organizations 
to transform healthcare. With integrated data and analytics, collaboratives, supply chain solutions, and consulting and other services, Premier enables better care and outcomes at a lower cost. Premier plays a 
critical role in the rapidly evolving healthcare industry, collaborating with members to co-develop long-term innovations that reinvent and improve the way care is delivered to patients nationwide. Headquartered  
in Charlotte, NC, Premier is passionate about transforming American healthcare. Please visit Premier’s news and investor sites on www.premierinc.com; as well as Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, YouTube, Instagram 
and Premier’s blog for more information about the company.
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Learn More

Liberate your data and simplify
your analytics journey.

INsights

For more inforation, visit  
www.premierinc.com/clinical-intelligence  




